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Abstract

Background: Social responsibility in nursing is a complex concept that is completely associated with the context and healthcare system of every society. This study was conducted to analyze the concept of nurse’s social responsibility in Iran.

Methods: This analysis was done using a hybrid model, which consists of three phases: a literature review in the theoretical phase, semi-structured interviews in the fieldwork phase, and combination of the results of the two previous phases in a final analytical phase.

Results: The four main themes extracted in the theoretical phase included: “Multi-dimensional and comprehensive approach”; spirituality-based, learner-based and an evolutionary-process. In the fieldwork phase, all the themes obtained in the previous phase were confirmed, and one more theme emerged as “being relative”. In the final phase, with the combination of the results of two previous phases, the final definition of the concept was presented.

Conclusion: Clarifying the social responsibility of nurses and highlighting it in nursing will definitely lead to satisfaction in patients and clients, professional development and reduction of health care costs. Also, by identifying facilitators, inhibitors and social responsibility concepts, nursing managers and nursing educators will be able to design and implement their management and training activities based on scientific findings based on the findings that are necessary for the correct learning and implementation.
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Introduction

Generally, social responsibility is a form of public support for the needs of others that restates social issues; these are affected by contemporary worldwide societies and communities. As a science that focuses on human caring, nursing has both the power and knowledge to advance communities. As a professional job, nursing is also able to concentrate on the well-being of a society in advocating for social change. Due to the fact that nurses are truly the largest number of health care providers, the profession of nursing has to claim leadership in social responsibility. Nursing has the capacity to do this, not just because it is right, but also because many nursing education courses equip nurses to assume this responsibility. Nursing has a commitment and responsibility to satisfy a social contract for care with society (1, 2).

Nurses are the first health care providers that link patients to other members of the health care team. Providing good-quality care and services is considered as a priority in any health care system, especially in the field of nursing care. This issue becomes more important when consider-

> What is “already known” in this topic:
Nowadays, any individual who cares for social responsibility in his/her profession or career is more successful than others and can attract more clients or customers than the rest. But in nursing, this concept is not clearly defined and its dimensions not specified precisely.

—What this article adds:
The aim of this study is to analyze this concept from the Iranian nurse’s perspective regarding the context of Iran, so a nurse will pay more attention to this concept in order to achieve an ideal society and can get more patients’ satisfaction.
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ing that the accreditation of hospitals is drastically under
the influence of nursing care quality (3). Nowadays, the
level of accountability and responsibility (especially social
responsibility) of staff (such as nurses in hospitals) is one
of the crucial indicators of hospitals’ superiority towards the
counter ones (4). In order to provide the best possible
quality of nursing care and patients’ satisfaction, it is ne-
necessary to consider nursing performance standards which
includes social responsibility (5).

Social responsibility is considered as one of the most
important skills needed by humans. Creating a bright fu-
ture without bringing up responsible people is not possible.
The sense of responsibility allows a person to be ac-
tive at the same time, to succeed, to control his inner and
outer environment, to be self-regulating, and to be wise
and at the same time to feel belonging to others emotion-
ally. For these characteristics, social responsibility in
nurses are very important because of their professional
sensitivity (6). In fact, the importance and the role of the
social responsibility of nurses in the field of health care
are undeniable. Nurses are responsible for making ongo-
ing efforts to provide safe, desirable, and high-quality care
(7) and provide the patients with the nursing care without
any discrimination and pre-judgment. Despite the im-
portance of the issue of social responsibility, hospitals
should pay more attention to it. This lack of adequate at-
tention is more noticeable in some facets (such as work
settings and the environment). It seems that while hospi-
tals can react more effectively to the requirements of work
and social work environments, they could improve their
social responsibility provided that they offer their services
while respecting the dimensions of leadership, the staff,
work settings and society (8).

Florence Nightingale, Lilan Wald, and Lavinia Locke,
as the pioneers of modern nursing, are also the founders of
social responsibility thinking in nursing (9). According to
Nightingale’s environmental theory, the viewpoint of so-
cial responsibility developed and became a basis for ex-
anding the role of nurses in improving the environment,
work settings (hospital) and other similar situations (10).
Spitzer (11) also highlights the importance of social re-
ponsibility in nursing contending that nurses should ac-
ccept to be more sensitive toward social responsibility dur-
ing delivery of care to patients and in fact social responsi-
bility is like DNA for their job and the commitment of
the nurses as professionals to their community. He also be-
lieves that providing community-based emergency ser-
vice and social responsibility are issues that are at the
core of the nursing mission, and they are required to estab-
lish these two measures for people in their community.

Although the concept of social responsibility has been
applied in a wide range of organizations, jobs, and profes-
sions, it still remains a complex concept in nursing with-
out any definite definition. Along with the concept of so-
cial responsibility in nursing, there are other concepts such
as human rights, social justice, social participation, plural-
ism, freedom of expression and equality, which have
made the term of social responsibility largely imprecise in
the nursing (9). Kelly (2) believes that this concept is not
well-defined in nursing, and one reason for this lack of an
imprecise definition is that, unlike medical domain that
has organizations and organs for social responsibility,
nursing lacks such organizations. Furthermore, the multi-
disciplinary nature of nursing and its close relationship
with medicine are other reasons for this concept to be
largely forgiven in nursing. In deed, a critical review of the
broad studies conducted to clarify the concept of social
responsibility in the nursing profession highlights two
points: one is that this concept is one of the key concepts
in a wide range of disciplines; and second, there is a par-
ticular view towards this concept in every discipline (12);
but not enough attention has been paid precisely to this
concept in nursing. In addition, the social responsibility is
also influenced by social and cultural factors; and ele-
ments such as the socio-economic status, ethnicity, reli-
gion, and the extent of using mass media are effective in
the emergence of social responsibility (13). Therefore, this
concept depends on social, economic, cultural, religious,
and even environmental factors within every community.

Nowadays, given the increase of people awareness and
their familiarity with the patient rights and being more
informed of cases of misconduct and negligence of the
staff of health care settings, and also because of broadcast-
ing these health faults by the media which, in turn, have
cause people to be more vigilant about the type and way
of care providing by health care staff, the clarification of
the concept of social responsibility in nursing can lead to
more effective responsibility by the nurses, and no room is
left for patients to complain. Additionally, this helps nur-
es to be able to effectively and legally deal with the pro-
fessional problems which, in turn, foster their confidence
and job satisfaction and also increase the quality of their
service to patients (14). All taken together, this concept is
widespread, and different people in different disciplines
have their own understanding of it, it is necessary to con-
sider this concept from the viewpoint of nurses and pa-
tients.

Regarding the effect of contextual transformations on
the change and development of some phenomena in each
context, the researchers ought to examine the nurse’s so-
cial responsibility concept and empirically, investigate its
aspects in the context of hospitals in Iran. In recent de-
cades, a lot of research studies have been conducted to clari-
fy the concept of social responsibility and its measure-
ment, especially in business and education sectors. How-
ever, in the nursing field, no qualitative study has ever
been conducted to examine this concept from the nurses’
or patients’ point of view or its analysis and clarification in
Iran. Also, there is no agreement on analysis, and also
there is no integration of this concept from other similar
concepts in this field. Analysis and clarification of this
concept will help in the development of valid tools and
questionnaires for the nurses, as well. The aim of this
study is to examine a deep perception of the social respon-
sibility in the nursing context in Iran.

Methods

In order to analyze the concept of nurse’s social respon-
sibility, the researchers used the hybrid model of concept
analysis introduced by Schwartz-Barcott and Kim. This
model consists of three stages of theoretical, field work and analytical phases (15). The goal of the hybrid method is concept development which is executed through qualitative examinations of a phenomenon in its place of occurrence. In this method, a specific approach is chosen, in which the theoretical and experimental methods are mixed together, and the final development of the concept is achieved inductively and by comparison in such a way that, a type of reduction was formed at the end (16).

**Theoretical phase**

In this phase, a literature review was done by searching international and Iranian databases like “PubMed (MEDLINE), “ProQuest Dissertations & Theses”, “Google Scholar”, Wiley”, “Elsevier, Ovid”, “SID”, “IRANMEDEX”, “MEDLIB”, “Magiran” and “IRANDOC”. The search keywords were “responsibility”, “social responsibility”, “nursing social responsibility”, and some helping words like “care” and “hospital”. All the articles published from 1950 to 2018 were considered. Some of the questions that had to be considered in the literature review included “What is the definition of social responsibility in nursing or care settings? How is social responsibility in nursing measured? What is the influencing factors on nursing social responsibility?” Noticing the inclusion criteria (studies in Persian or English language with related keywords in the title, abstract, or list of keywords) and exclusion criteria (unrelated issues such as social responsibility in the business or/and education and can't access the full form of article), in addition to assessing the quality of resource, in total, 41 resources (33 Persian articles, 8 English articles) were analyzed for the theoretical phase of concept analysis (Fig. 1). Data analysis was conducted using conventional content analysis. In this study, the text of each literature was carefully studied from different aspects. For example, any sentence, word or phrase implied the definition and dimensions of nursing social responsibility were identified and categorized in different categories.

**Fieldwork phase:** The researchers helped the theoretical phase for leading the interviews at the fieldwork phase. The research population in this phase included nurses with different responsibilities (clinical nurses in different wards, head nurses, and supervisors). Nurses are involved in the wide range of responsibilities such as caring patients, communicating with co-workers, or with their supervisors, and they have specific experiences and views about the nurse’s social responsibility. Purposeful sampling approach was done for choosing the participants, and an attempt was tried to use principles of maximum variation sampling. The first author began all the interviews using open-ended questions and semi-structured interviews. The questions used in semi-structured interviews were conducted by reviewing the first phase and more questions were derived from the participants’ answers. For example, some questions were: In your idea, what does social responsibility mean in nursing? Do you consider yourself as a social responsibility nurse? What features do you consider to be a social responsibility nurse? Which colleagues do you consider as a social responsibility person? What qualities do they have? After getting confirmation from the ethics committee, sampling from the targeted group got started. The inclusion criteria were: having at least a bachelor's degree in nursing, having at least 6 months of practical nursing experience in wards of hospitals, and willing to take part in the study. A total of 18 participants were recruited in the study. The interviews were done face to face and took about 30 to 60 minutes.
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minutes. The place of the interviews was chosen based on the participants’ preference. After obtaining written informed consent, the participants entered the interview. All of the interviews were recorded and then transcribed by the first author. Then, their texts were given back to the participants, and they all confirmed of whatever they had said and was accordingly transcribed by the researcher. All the gathered data from the interviews were analyzed using the qualitative approach and content analysis as described by Graneheim and Lundman. We used conventional content analysis because coding categories were derived directly and inductively from the raw data. And there weren’t enough theories or documents and studies with nurse’s social responsibility, especially in Iran.

After transcribing the interviews, they were coded. At first, more than 300 primary codes were extracted. Then duplicated codes were omitted and the remaining codes categorized in different categories according to their similarities, differences, and repetition through reductive classification. In order to be sure about the reliability of coding, the first author manually classified the data. and then they were reviewed and revised by the second and third author. Then the researchers compared all the categories and themes which were emerged from the interview data with those ones created through literature review, and the differences and similarities between the emerged categories and themes and those achieved through literature review were jotted down.

Scientific rigor of fieldwork data: We used more than one method for data gathering (like field note and interview) to ensure the validity and scientific accuracy of the data. Maximum variation sampling (selecting participant from nurses, medical doctors and patients in order to maximum diversity) was also applied. Prolonged struggling with the data collection and then analyzing, reviewing and modifying the codes for several times, member checking which means rechecking the meanings and codes with the participants and finally peer checking which means rechecking the meanings and codes with research team were other strategies which were used to maximize the rigor of the data.

Final analytical phase: In this phase, the codes and categories achieved from the fieldwork phase were compared with the data gathered from the literature review in the theoretical phase and then, the common features and aspects of nursing social responsibility concept were identified and the working definition of the concept was presented.

Results

Results of the theoretical phase: Fleming defines social responsibility as a set of tasks and commitments that organizations or individuals must take to preserve, care and help the community in which they work (17). Steiner and Steiner also argue that social responsibility means that organizations and individuals are accountable for actions that may affect society and the environment (18). In a simple and comprehensive definition, social responsibility can be understood as measures that ultimately help to improve the social status of the community (19). Social responsibility is considered as voluntary basis, employee empowerment, safety, and health of employees and the workplace, customer or client rights, environmental considerations, managing for energy efficiency and saving, respecting for human rights principles, codes ethics, social activities, and benevolence and philanthropic behaviors (20). Table 1 illustrates some examples of the definition of social responsibility in the theoretical phase.

According to the literature, 4 main themes of nursing social responsibility include (Table 2).

Theme One. Multi-dimensional and comprehensive approach: According to the studies that were analyzed and interpreted at the theoretical phase, social responsibility is considered as a comprehensive feature that addresses issues such as: community expectations, and also business, legal, ethical and social expectations, respect for human rights and observance the principles of human rights, fair treatment with the workforce, customers and suppliers, being good citizens for the communities in which they operate and environmental protection, employee empowerment, safety and health of employees and the workplace, customer rights, energy management and savings, ethical codes, social activities, and organizational benevolence.

Theme two. Spirituality based: An overview of studies has shown that one of the dimensions of social responsibility is paying attention to spirituality in performing du-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Examples of the definition of social responsibility in the theoretical phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fry S (1983)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyer-Viola L, Nicholas PK, Corless IB, et al (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelley MA, Connor A, Kun KE, Salmon ME (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Nurses Association [ANA], 2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ties. The sub-categories that led to the formation of this theme were: benevolent and voluntary actions. Taghizadaeh (2011) divides the organization's social responsibility into four subsystems of economic, legal, ethical, and voluntary benevolent philanthropy responsibilities, stating that ethical, benevolent, and religious-related dimensions of social responsibility have become more prominent today, believing that these are behaviors that the society expects from organizations, but not incorporated in the law (21). It's believed that someone with social responsibility is a person who is always ready to help others even when no benefits are anticipated. Also, social responsibility is considered as a behavior that is not affected by predictable rewards, and in the other hand, doing work without waiting for rewards or benefits is the same act of social responsibility (22).

**Theme three. Learner-based:** Social responsibility is considered as a kind of attitude and skill, which is like any other attitude and skill acquired and learned (23). Yazdan Panah and Hekmat (2014) also state that social responsibility is a process that one must learn from the earliest years of childhood to deal responsibly with the many tasks he faces in life (24).

**Theme four. An evolutionary process:** From the reviewed studies, it is understood that there is no sudden and immediate development of social responsibility, but rather a process that begins with responsibility, and proceeds to evolution and growth in the next and with the passage of time. Yazdan Panah and Hekmat (2014) point directly to the process of social responsibility and that it begins to be learned from childhood (24). Ahmadi et al. (2011) state that the evolution of social organizational participation begins from social commitment and ultimately ends in the social responsibility of the organization. In their article, they consider the achievement of social responsibility as a time-consuming process, and that, obviously, no organization overnight is mature enough to deal with social problems and problems in social accountability, and this is a process that is time-consuming, requiring the development of new attitudes and perceptions, tasks, policies and programs (25).

**Antecedents**

Antecedents of a concept are factors that should occur before the occurrence of the concept (26). After the review of the texts carried out at the theoretical phase, the antecedents of social responsibility turned out to be: responsibility (commitment to professional ethics, being law-based, acting based on professional standards), nurturing (education in the educational settings and raising by the family), factors related to individuals (thinking skills, independence, self-directedness, trustworthiness), factors related to society (media, general education, cultural investment) and factors related to the organization (collaboration and work atmosphere and rules).

---

**Table 2.** Attributes extracted from the theoretical phase

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary codes</th>
<th>Subcategories</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Theme (attributes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-Relying on your ability to opt</td>
<td>Optional</td>
<td>voluntary actions</td>
<td>Spirituality based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Having freedom and authority</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Originated from the consciousness and authority Etc.,</td>
<td>- Beyond the law</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Go beyond the minimum legal requirements framework</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-No external requirements</td>
<td>Humanitarianism</td>
<td>Benevolent actions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-They have not been codified by law</td>
<td>Sensitivity to community issues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Reduce other people’s pain and suffering</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Help others without waiting for rewards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-A clear or hidden respond to the needs of others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Do no harm to the community Etc.,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Environmental Protection</td>
<td>Attention to the environment</td>
<td>Attention to the community environment</td>
<td>Multi-dimensional and comprehensive approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Participation in environmentally friendly programs</td>
<td>Attention to the work environment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Relationship between people and the environment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Energy management &amp; savings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Fair treatment of workers, customers and suppliers.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Compliance with people</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Take care of yourself and others</td>
<td>Respect for human rights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Observance of human rights principles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Solve social problems of society</td>
<td>Commitment to the community</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Improving the social status of the community</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Being a Process</td>
<td>Gradual</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>An evolutionary process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Being Time-consuming</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Acquiring social responsibility in the correct process of human growth</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Requiring the development of new attitudes and perceptions,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tasks, policies and programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-An attempt to utilize individual abilities and capabilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-A process that does not occur overnight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Being like a skill</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Learner-based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Learning from childhood</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Must be earned</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-A training principle</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-A behavior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Consequences

According to the analysis of the texts in the theoretical phase, the consequences of the concept of social responsibility were classified into four categories. Social responsibility can have individual outcomes (increased self-esteem, job satisfaction, and social affiliation), impact on the organization (or hospital) (sustainability in the organization, justice), impact on society (poverty eradication and environmental protection) and, ultimately, increased quality of care and health.

Based on the literature, an operational definition of nurse’s social responsibility is:

“Social responsibility is a “learner-based” attribute that is “comprehensive and spirituality-based”; it means that socially responsible people are responsible for the “environmental and human factor” of the community in which they live. They realize this responsibility through benevolent and voluntary activities without any expectations to receive rewards in return. The first step in acquiring social responsibility is that the person must be accountable, and then being sensitive to society and environment, learned later and over time in the presence of factors such as learning in the family and school, the community or the society. And it takes an evolutionary process. And ultimately, it increases job satisfaction as much as possible, creates more loyal forces in the organization, develops social justice and increases the quality of health care”.

Results of the fieldwork phase: At the fieldwork phase, while approving all the themes and categories that obtained at the theoretical phase, the category of "relativity" also emerged, and it can be said that the vast majority of participants referred to it. In addition, at this phase, some subcategories were added to previous themes which had achieved in the theoretical phase.

For “Multi-dimensional and comprehensive approach “theme, subcategories such as "inter-professional communication", "multidimensionality", "considering the organization (hospital) benefits" and "having a mother-like behavior" were also added.

For the theme of “Spirituality-based”, subcategories like "Attention to conscience" and "self-sacrifice" were also added. But for both "an evolutionary process" and "learner-based" themes, the results were the same, and no new results were added.

Relativity: Relativity was one of the attributes not mentioned at the theoretical phase or at least in studies that analyzed by researchers; but at the field-work phase, it can be said that all of the participants referred to it.

“We (nurses) know the basics of nursing work. But given the conditions and possibilities, for example crowded ward or lack of facilities, we need to be able to manage the situation to maximize our effectiveness ...”

Another nurse said: “On the other hand, social responsibility in medicine or nursing in our society (Iran) is a relative concept! For instance, whenever we are not so exhausted, or there is no lack of facilities or equipment, we all do everything for our patients or clients, and consider more dimensions of social responsibility in our profession but sometimes you see, we have too many patients and have not enough nurse staff in our ward and we

HAVE TO just pay attention to critical elements of our duties, not all aspects...you see, there are some colleagues who come to hospital for shifts from this morning at 8:00 until tomorrow at 8:00 am or even 2:00 pm. I definitely do not have the same energy tomorrow at 10 am or, for example, at four o’clock in the morning. I'm less responsive to clients, and I do not have much contact with the patient, and neither more contact with other colleagues. In fact, social responsibility of nurses is very dependent on situations and circumstances. The nurse is a human and has a physicist and a body, and is not a machine... In my opinion, if nursing standards are followed and adequately addressed, nurses will be more socially responsible”.

For “Multi-dimensional and comprehensive approach “theme, the new subcategories such as “inter-professional communication”, “multi-dimensionality”, “considering the organization (hospital) benefits” and ”having a mother-like behavior” were also added.

Inter-professional communication: For many participants, a responsible social nurse does not merely focus just on the patients and cares for them, but also is in contact and communicate with all the professionals involved in the hospital, such as other nursing staff, doctors and even patient companions. Here’s a sample of participants’ talk:

“Social responsibility is the respect for the rights of everyone in the society, not just patients, like your colleagues, your boss or head nurse, doctors, patient companions and actually everyone you face in the society”.

Multi-dimensionality: “If nurses during their work and doing their duties, consider not just patients but also other aspects which most of the time, are overlooked, like patients’ mental and psychological state, their economic problems, and even the environmental attention and the equipment which is available in the hospitals and use them more effectively, we can say those nurses are definitely a better nurse, and we can say they consider all aspects of social responsibility”.

Considering the organization (hospital) benefits: Some participants believed that a nurse should also be committed to the hospital where he or she works, and should bring some advantages for his/her hospital or at least not harm it.

Having a mother-like behavior: When we asked the participants how a responsible social nurse likes, many of them answered: a mother. Because a mother pays attention to all matters (children, future of children, husband, household economics, family problems, etc.). In their view, if a nurse wants to be a socially responsible one, he/she should pay special attention to all issues.

“If a nurse has the view that is like a mother for patients, she certainly will be more responsible for the patients. And a mother always thinks of everything, like the household appliances, the father and the kids, and everything in common”.

For the theme of “Spirituality-based”, subcategories like "Attention to conscience" and "self-sacrifice" were also added.

Attention to conscience: Many interviewees expressed a
strong connection between conscientiousness and social responsibilities. It is clear that the conscience of humans always commands to good and right things, and when it is said that a person is suffered from conscience punishment, it means that he has committed an act contrary to things that are known as good and legal ones in public.

“In my opinion, anyone who is more conscientious is more responsible, too. This person is worried about one thing conscientiously, in fact, he is always worried about a certain measure, or an answer that he should give himself, to his conscience and to his God...”

**Self-sacrifice:** Examples of some speeches that bring the researchers to this subcategory are given below.

“Responsibility for nursing means that as soon as you enter the university and the nursing school, you accept that your job is very different from many other jobs... yes, most of the time, you have to sacrifice your needs and your life for your patients and caring them. Because, apart from the responsibilities of the home and personal life, you are responsible for the LIFE of a sick person”.

**Results of the final analytical phase:** In this phase, with the combination of theoretical and fieldwork phase (Table 3), the final definition of the concept was presented:

“Social responsibility is a "learner-based" attribute that is "comprehensive, spirituality based, and relative," meaning that people with higher social responsibility find themselves in relation with the "environmental and human factor" of the society in which they live and work, and they do this through benevolent and voluntary activities that are not expected to receive rewards in return for doing so. In many cases, they try to do the best and most possible work for the patient or client, depending on the situation and circumstances, and somehow sacrifice and dedicate themselves to the patient. The first step in acquiring social responsibility is that the person must be accountable, and then this attribute in later stages and over time in the presence of factors such as learning it in the family and school, and the society, and undergoes an evolutionary process. And ultimately, it increases job satisfaction as much as possible, creates more loyal forces in the organization, develops social justice and increases the quality of health care”.

**Discussion**

Nurses are the largest group of health professionals, providing and supplying health care in large metropolitan towns and cities all over the world, from primary care clinics to intensive care units. So one of the most important elements in presenting current and future issues of being an effective and good nurse is obtaining social responsibility skill. Considering the concept of social responsibility in the nursing profession needs that our discipline concentrates on envisioning a worldwide approach to the meaning of social responsibility for societies and communities. Specific approaches and strategies to social responsibility, its definition, application to nursing, and application to nursing programs must be presented in clinical and academic settings. This article focused on the clarification of the concept of social responsibility in nursing and its attributes.

**Table 3. Attributes derived from the review of the literature and fieldwork (Analytical Phase)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theoretical Phase</th>
<th>Fieldwork Phase</th>
<th>Analytical Phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multi-dimensional and comprehensive approach with two subcategories: 1- Attention to the community environmental factor 2- Attention to the human factor of the community</td>
<td>Multi-dimensional and comprehensive approach with 6 subcategories: 1- Attention to the community environmental factor 2- Attention to the human factor of the community 3- Inter-professional communication 4- Multidimensionality 5- Considering the organization (hospital) benefits 6- having a mother-like behavior</td>
<td>Multi-dimensional and comprehensive approach in nursing social responsibility means: paying attention to both the community environmental factor and to the human factor of the community and also, having inter-professional communication and being multidimensional (being holistic). A socially responsible nurse should consider the organization (hospital) benefits, too and having a mother-like behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirituality-based with two subcategories: 1- voluntary actions 2- benevolent actions</td>
<td>Spirituality-based with four subcategories: 1- voluntary actions 2- Benevolent actions 3- Attention to conscience 4- Self-sacrifice</td>
<td>Spirituality-based in nursing social responsibility means doing voluntary and benevolent actions. In addition, a nurse with social responsibility skill always pays attention to his/her conscience and in making decisions refers to it and most of the time he/she has to sacrifice his/her own life and needs in order to save a life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learner-based</td>
<td>Learner-based</td>
<td>Social responsibility is a process that one must learn from the earliest years of childhood to deal responsibly with the many tasks he faces in life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An evolutionary process</td>
<td>An evolutionary process</td>
<td>The achievement of social responsibility as a time-consuming process, and that, obviously, no organization overnight is mature enough to deal with social problems and problems in social accountability, and this is a process that is time-consuming, requiring the development of new attitudes and perceptions, tasks, policies and programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Reliability with three subcategories: 1- Attention to the conditions 2- Do the best in any situation 3- Maximum assistance in any circumstances.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Reliability in nursing social responsibility means basis on the situations, conditions and problems which a nurse encounters (such as the difficulty of work, the numerous physical and psychological complications of nursing personnel, high job shifts, and sometimes in succession, lack of nursing staff, high numbers of patients, lack of adequate state support from the nurses' community) he/she cannot fully support other aspects of social responsibility or does not do something beyond the main responsibilities for the clients either.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[http://mjiri.iums.ac.ir](http://mjiri.iums.ac.ir)  
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In the current study in analyzing, five attributes were extracted as follows: comprehensive, spirituality-based, learner-based, an evolutionary process and being relative.

One of the themes that didn’t mentioned in literature was “relativity”. It seems that the relativity of social responsibility is different in different cultures, societies, and depends on perceptions of people, as well as the conditions and problems in hospitals in Iran (these conditions might not exist in other countries). The reason for which the nurses regard social responsibility as relative might be the conditions and problems they encounter in Iran such as the difficulty of work, the numerous physical and psychological complications of nursing personnel, high job shifts, and sometimes in succession, lack of nursing staff, high numbers of patients, lack of adequate state support from the nurses’ community, etc. Therefore, when a nurse is not supported and does not receive enough attention for his or her needs, he/she cannot fully support others or does something beyond the main responsibilities for the clients either. In fact, most of the nurses in Iran just perform their routine cares and duties based on the physician’s orders and cannot be expected to fulfill other aspects of care such as paying attention to the benefits of the hospitals, following patient’s condition at home and taking into account the environment etc... (all of them are identified as social responsibility). In fact, Iranian nurses try to do their best in any situation due to their religious beliefs and because they think that they are responsible before God in many situations, but when the situations of the hospital and profession are not suitable, their performance decreases and they only carry out their expected responsibilities. Therefore, it seems that conducting the interviews can largely help to clarify social responsibility definition in nursing and ultimately provide much better quality of nursing care. Some of these strategies include more clarifying the concept of social responsibility in nursing, conducting further research on the examination of barriers to care in the economic and social fields, familiarity of the public with nursing and public media care, taking into account salaries and benefits for nurses, holding more educational classes related to social responsibility etc.

Other themes have also come to the fore in the definition of social responsibility (such as comprehensive, spirituality-based, learner-based, and an evolutionary process in other texts) and they were mentioned and delineated at the theoretical phase completely.

Limitations

One limitation of this study was highly poor access to the full-text articles. Another limitation was the language barrier, so we used the literature in English or Persian languages. In addition, nursing social responsibility is a context-based concept that requires to be examined from the perspectives of different contexts and cultures in order to provide a comprehensive definition.

Conclusion

The findings of this study could be used to clarify the concept of social responsibility in the health and treatment system. Furthermore, an instrument for measuring the social responsibility of nurses can also be developed in terms of the dimensions identified in this study. Finally, studying and considering the nursing experts’ perspectives and also the findings of previously conducted studies on the same topic could be used to take steps to remove barriers and prevent the provision of nursing quality care.

The last but not the least point to mention is that clarifying the concept of social responsibility in nurses and highlighting it in nursing will definitely lead to satisfaction in patients and clients, professional development and reduction of health care costs. Also, by identifying facilitators, inhibitors and social responsibility concepts, nursing managers and nursing educators will be able to design and implement their management and training activities based on scientific findings and based on the findings that are necessary for the correct learning and implementation.
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